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Feedback 2017-2018

Feedback is taken from the students in the month of December 2017.
Total number of students from whom feedback taken is 200 for the current academic
year 2017-18.

Questionnaire set for the feedback is based on the aiiaemic performance and the
ambience of the institution.
The data collected from the feedback is properly processed and analysed.

Following is the action taken report on the basis of feedback data analysis,
i) lt is decided to introduce students' computer training program in our college.ii) lt is decided to improve the condition of our college canteen.
iii) lt is decided to increase the number of chairs, tables and benches.
iv) lt is decided to shift the student union room and boys' common room to the

premises of the college.
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Feedback 2019-2020

Feedback is taken from the students in the month of November 2019.

Total number of students from whom feedback taken is 29 for the current academic year 2019-20.

Questionnaire set for the feedback is based on the academic performance and the ambience of the

institution.

The data collected from the feedback is properly processed and analysed.

Following
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

is the action taken report on the basis of feedback data analysis:
It is decided to increase the number of remedial classes.

It is decided to increase the number of books in the college library according to the new

syllabus.

It is decided to increase the number of computers for teachers and students.

It is decided to increase the number of class room.

It is decided to increase the number of interdisciplinary classes'

It is decided to implement the high-speed Wi-fi connection in the college campus.
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Feedback 2020-2021

Feedback is taken from the students in the month of Novemb er 2020.
Total number of students from whom feedback taken is 144 for the current academic
year 2020-2L.

Questionnaire set for the feedback is based on the academic performance and the
ambience of the institution.
The data collected from the feedback is properly processed and analysed.

Following is the action taken report on the basis of feedback data
analysis:

i) It is decided to create different WhatsApp groups for different subject to teach the
students, through online mode due to covid situation.
It is decided to upload study materials for the students.
It is decided to upload more audio and videos to the students through WhatsApp group
It is decided to organise meetings with students through google meet to make them
aware about online exam process.

ii)

ii i)

iv)
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Feedback 2018-2019

Feedback is taken from the students in the month of November 2018.

Total number of students from whom feedback taken is 456 for the current academic year 2018-19.
Questionnaire set for the feedback is based on the academic performance and the ambience of the
institution.

The data collected from the feedback is properly processed and analysed.

Following is the action taken report on the basis of feedback data analysis:
i) Students' computer training program begins.

ii) lt is decided to organise educational tour every year.

iii) lt is decided to regularly organise workshops of carrier counselling cell.
iv) The girls' common room is ready for the use of girl students.
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Feedback 2O2t-2O22

Feedback is taken from the students in the month of Novemb er zo2t.
Total number of students from whom feedback taken is l22for the current academic year 2o2t-22.Questionnaire set for the feedback is based on the academic performance and the ambience of theinstitution.

The data collected from the feedback is properry processed and anarysed.

Following is the action taken report on the basis of feedback data analysis:i) tt is decided to take motivationat classes for the improvement of student mental health.ii) tt is decided to increase number of books in the coirege ribrary.iii) rt is decided to increase number of journar subscription through N_List.iv) rt is decided to increase the number of crass room and rcr enabred rooms.v) lt is decided to increase awareness among the students about the cteanliness of the college andcommunity.
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